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In this follow-up to his award-winning book The Bread Baker’s Apprentice, Peter Reinhart offers groundbreaking methods for
baking whole grain breads that taste better than any you’ve ever had. We know whole grain breads are better for us, but will we
actually eat them, much less take time to bake them? Yes, says beloved baking instructor Peter Reinhart, but only if they are very,
very good. So Reinhart, with his decades of experience crafting amazing artisanal breads, has made it his mission to create whole
grain breads that are nothing short of incredible. And because his approach is also simpler and less labor intensive than
conventional techniques, you’ll choose to make and eat these breads. His fifty-five recipes for whole grain sandwich, hearth, and
specialty breads, plus bagels, crackers, and more, incorporate widely available whole wheat flour as well as other flours and grains
such as rye, barley, steel-cut oats, cornmeal, and quinoa. Each is so rich with flavor and satisfying texture that white-flour
counterparts pale in comparison. Written in Reinhart’s famously clear style and accompanied by inspiring photographs, these
recipes were perfected with the help of nearly 350 testers. Introductory chapters provide a tutorial, with step-by-step photographs,
of the delayed fermentation method that is at the heart of these recipes, as well as a crash course in baking science, discussions
of grains other than wheat, and more. Advanced bakers will relish Reinhart’s innovative techniques and exacting scientific
explanations, and beginning bakers will rejoice in the ease of baking wholesome breads with such extraordinary flavor.
The only comprehensive book, in English or Italian, to cover the entire range of Italian baking, from breadsticks and cornetti to
focaccia, tarts, cakes, and pastries. This latest edition, updated for a new generation of home bakers, has added four-color
photography throughout, plus new recipes, ingredients and equipment sections, source guides, and weights. Carol Field
introduces artisanal doughs and techniques used by generations of Italian bakers. Every city and hill town has its own unique
baking traditions, and Field spent more than two years traversing Italy to capture the regional and local specialties, adapting them
through rigorous testing in her own kitchen. Field’s authentic recipes are a revelation for anyone seeking the true Italian
experience. Here’s a chance to make golden Altamura bread from Puglia, chewy porous loaves from Como, rosemary bread
sprinkled with coarse sea salt, dark ryes from the north, simple breads studded with toasted walnuts, succulent fig bread, and
Sicilian loaves topped with sesame seeds. One of the most revered baking books of all time, The Italian Baker is a landmark work
that continues to be a must-have for every serious baker. Winner of the International Association of Culinary Professionals Award
for best baking book Named to the James Beard Baker’s Dozen list of thirteen indispensable baking books of all time
Maggie Glezer, the uniquely qualified, totally obsessed certified bread baker who teaches and writes about bread for both
laypeople and professionals, set off across the country in pursuit of the best breads and best bakers in America. And she returned
with the goods—impeccable recipes that reproduce the excellence and craft of the best breads being made today, scaled down
and written for a home kitchen. But in addition to the recipes, she offers sumptuous color photography and portraits of the bakers,
in words and pictures, that tell the story of America's artisan bread movement, from the wheat breeders in Kansas to a gristmill in
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Rhode Island, and specialty bakers from Berkeley, California, to Long Island City, New York. This is a book to bake from, to learn
from, to read for the sheer pleasure of realizing the devotion and mastery that go into the making of our best daily bread, whether it
be a dark rye, a Neapolitan pizza, a baguette, or a bialy. Whether your interest is epicurean, avocational, or vocational, you will be
guided by step-by-step instructions detailing the best professional methods. Each recipe is categorized by skill level from beginner
to advanced, and there are also helpful mail-order sources for ingredients and equipment. To savor the crust, crumb, and aroma of
these breads fresh out of your home oven is to be touched by the soul of the specialty baker and his or her passion for excellence.
If these truly great breads don't lay waste to the old adage that man can't live by bread alone, then nothing will.
A collection of bread recipes from the finest artisan bread bakers across America features dozens of delicious sourdoughs, pizzas,
corn breads, and baguettes, in a cookbook that presents step-by-step instruction in professional bread-making techniques,
includes sources for equipment and ingredients, and chronicles the development of the artisan bread movement and its principles.
Reprint.
Bread, Toast, Crumbs
Crust and Crumb
Peter Reinhart's Artisan Breads Every Day
A Baker's Book of Techniques and Recipes
The book that started a baking revolution
The Breads, the Bakers, the Best Recipes
Artisanal Baking from Around the World

When Bread was first published in 2004, it received the Julia Child Award for best First Book
and became an instant classic. Hailed as a “masterwork of bread baking literature,” Jeffrey
Hamelman’s Bread features 140 detailed, step-by-step formulas for versatile sourdough ryes;
numerous breads made with pre-ferments; and simple, straight dough loaves. Here, the bread
baker and student will discover a diverse collection of flavors, tastes, and textures; hundreds of
drawings that vividly illustrate techniques; and four-color photographs of finished and
decorative breads.
Never one to be content with yesterday's baking triumph, Peter Reinhart continues to refine
his recipes and techniques in his never-ending quest for extraordinary bread. In this revised
edition of his beloved and bestselling classic, he further perfects his recipes by adding metrics
and conversion charts, incorporating baker's percentages into the recipes, and updating
methods throughout. With an updated resource section, this will surely continue to be the goPage 2/16
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to bread baking book for amateur and professional bakers across the country.
Renowned baking instructor, and author of The Bread Baker’s Apprentice, Peter Reinhart
explores the cutting-edge developments in bread baking, with fifty recipes and formulas that
use sprouted flours, whole and ancient grains, nut and seed flours, alternative flours (such as
teff and grape skin), and allergy-friendly and gluten-free approaches. A new generation of
bakers and millers are developing innovative flours and baking techniques that are designed to
extract the grain’s full flavor potential—what Reinhart calls “the baker’s mission.” In this
lushly photographed primer, Reinhart draws inspiration from these groundbreaking methods
to create master recipes and formulas any home baker can follow, including Sprouted
Sandwich Rye Bread, Gluten-Free Many-Seed Toasting Bread, and Sprouted Wheat Croissants.
In many instances, such as with sprouted flours, preferments aren’t necessary because so
much of the flavor development occurs during the sprouting phase. For grains that benefit
from soakers, bigas, and sourdough starters, Reinhart provides the precise guidance that has
made him such a trusted expert in the field. Advanced bakers will relish Reinhart’s inventive
techniques and exacting scientific explanations, while beginning bakers will rejoice in his
demystification of ingredients and methods—and all will come away thrilled by bread’s new
frontier. *Correction to the Sprouted Whole Wheat Bread recipe on page 63: The volume
measure of water should be 1 ¾ cups plus 1 tablespoon, not 3 ¼ cups.
Covers the basics of artisan bread-making as well as advanced techniques--from lean-dough
breads and rolls to flat breads and enriched doughs--in a guide that includes tips,
troubleshooting answers and 168 full-color photos.
Simply Great Breads
Bread Baking
An Artisan's Perspective
Peter Reinhart's Whole Grain Breads
Techniques & Recipes from New York?s Orwasher?s Bakery
Brother Juniper's Bread Book
World-Class Baking with Sprouted and Whole Grains, Heirloom Flours, and Fresh Techniques
From master bread baker and pizza fanatic Peter Reinhart comes this exuberant celebration of
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the best pizzas in the country--with recipes that pay tribute to the most delicious pizzas from
the most exciting innovators in the pizza world today. Peter Reinhart is on a never-ending
quest to find the best pizza in the world. This lifelong adventure has led him to working with
the most inventive pizza restaurants, creating a critically acclaimed pizza webseries, judging
pizzas at the International Pizza Expo, and writing three books on the subject. In Pizza Quest,
he profiles the most exciting pizzaiolos working today and their signature pies, sharing over 35
tribute recipes that will give readers a taste of the best of what the pizza world has to offer.
From classic New York Style to Detroit Style to Bar Pies, these pizza recipes will take you on a
journey around the pizza world--a delicious travelogue that will kickstart your own pizza quest
at home.
"An invaluable guide for beginning bakers."—The New York Times An irresistible account of
bread, bread baking, and one home baker’s journey to master his craft In 2009, journalist
Samuel Fromartz was offered the assignment of a lifetime: to travel to France to work in a
boulangerie. So began his quest to hone not just his homemade baguette—which later beat out
professional bakeries to win the “Best Baguette of D.C.”—but his knowledge of bread, from
seed to table. For the next four years, Fromartz traveled across the United States and Europe,
perfecting his sourdough in California, his whole grain rye in Berlin, and his country wheat in
the South of France. Along the way, he met historians, millers, farmers, wheat geneticists,
sourdough biochemists, and everyone in between, learning about the history of breadmaking,
the science of fermentation, and more. The result is an informative yet personal account of
bread and breadbaking, complete with detailed recipes, tips, and beautiful photographs.
Entertaining and inspiring, this book will be a touchstone for a new generation of bakers and a
must-read for anyone who wants to take a deeper look at this deceptively ordinary,
exceptionally delicious staple: handmade bread.
'Dan Lepard is to baking what Lewis Hamilton is to Formula One.' - Jay Rayner 'Simply the
most beautiful, flour-dusted, crisp-crusted, heaven-scented, honey-coloured loaf I could ever
have hoped for ... Mr Lepard, I love you.' - Nigel Slater 'Dan Lepard - one of the first bakers
and writers in the UK to get people interested in honing their baking skills.' - Diana Henry
65,000 copies sold With more than 75 recipes, from dark crisp rye breads and ricotta
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breadsticks through to effortless multigrain sourdough, The Handmade Loaf guides you
through the stress-free techniques you need to make and bake great breads at home. Made
and photographed in kitchens and bakeries across Europe, from Russia through to the Scottish
Highlands, Dan Lepard's ground-breaking methods show you how to get the most flavour and
the best texture from sourdough and simple yeast breads with minimal kneading and gentle
handling of the dough. Let this classic cookbook guide you to making superb bread at home.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From Portland's most acclaimed and beloved baker comes
this must-have baking guide, featuring recipes for world-class breads and pizzas and a variety
of schedules suited for the home baker. There are few things more satisfying than biting into a
freshly made, crispy-on-the-outside, soft-and-supple-on-the-inside slice of perfectly baked
bread. For Portland-based baker Ken Forkish, well-made bread is more than just a pleasure—it
is a passion that has led him to create some of the best and most critically lauded breads and
pizzas in the country. In Flour Water Salt Yeast, Forkish translates his obsessively honed craft
into scores of recipes for rustic boules and Neapolitan-style pizzas, all suited for the home
baker. Forkish developed and tested all of the recipes in his home oven, and his impeccable
formulas and clear instructions result in top-quality artisan breads and pizzas that stand up
against those sold in the best bakeries anywhere. Whether you’re a total beginner or a serious
baker, Flour Water Salt Yeast has a recipe that suits your skill level and time constraints: Start
with a straight dough and have fresh bread ready by supper time, or explore pre-ferments with
a bread that uses biga or poolish. If you’re ready to take your baking to the next level, follow
Forkish’s step-by-step guide to making a levain starter with only flour and water, and be
amazed by the delicious complexity of your naturally leavened bread. Pizza lovers can
experiment with a variety of doughs and sauces to create the perfect pie using either a pizza
stone or a cast-iron skillet. Flour Water Salt Yeast is more than just a collection of recipes for
amazing bread and pizza—it offers a complete baking education, with a thorough yet
accessible explanation of the tools and techniques that set artisan bread apart. Featuring a
tutorial on baker’s percentages, advice for manipulating ingredients ratios to create custom
doughs, tips for adapting bread baking schedules to fit your day-to-day life, and an entire
chapter that demystifies the levain-making process, Flour Water Salt Yeast is an indispensable
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resource for bakers who want to make their daily bread exceptional bread.
In Search of the Perfect Loaf
Southern Ground
The Baking Revolution Continues with 90 New, Delicious and Easy Recipes Made with GlutenFree Flours
My Search for the Perfect Pizza
Living Bread
The All-American Cookie Book
Pizza Quest
The renowned baking instructor distills professional techniques down to the basics, delivering artisan bread recipes that
anyone with flour and a fridge can bake with ease. Reinhart begins with the simplest French bread, then moves on to
familiar classics such as ciabatta, pizza dough, and soft sandwich loaves, and concludes with fresh specialty items like
pretzels, crackers, croissants, and bagels. Each recipe is broken into "Do Ahead" and "On Baking Day" sections, making
every step—from preparation through pulling pans from the oven—a breeze, whether you bought your loaf pan yesterday
or decades ago. These doughs are engineered to work flawlessly for busy home bakers: most require only a
straightforward mixing and overnight fermentation. The result is reliably superior flavor and texture on par with loaves
from world-class artisan bakeries, all with little hands-on time. America's favorite baking instructor and innovator Peter
Reinhart offers time-saving techniques accompanied by full-color, step-by-step photos throughout so that in no time you'll
be producing fresh batches of Sourdough Baguettes, 50% and 100% Whole Wheat Sandwich Loaves, Soft and Crusty
Cheese Bread, English Muffins, Cinnamon Buns, Panettone, Hoagie Rolls, Chocolate Cinnamon Babka, Fruit-Filled
Thumbprint Rolls, Danish, and Best-Ever Biscuits. Best of all, these high-caliber doughs improve with a longer stay in the
fridge, so you can mix once, then portion, proof, and bake whenever you feel like enjoying a piping hot treat.
The Tartine Way — Not all bread is created equal The Bread Book "...the most beautiful bread book yet published..." -The New York Times, December 7, 2010 Tartine — A bread bible for the home or professional bread-maker, this is the
book! It comes from Chad Robertson, a man many consider to be the best bread baker in the United States, and coowner of San Francisco’s Tartine Bakery. At 5 P.M., Chad Robertson’s rugged, magnificent Tartine loaves are drawn
from the oven. The bread at San Francisco's legendary Tartine Bakery sells out within an hour almost every day. Only a
handful of bakers have learned the techniques Chad Robertson has developed: To Chad Robertson, bread is the
foundation of a meal, the center of daily life, and each loaf tells the story of the baker who shaped it. Chad Robertson
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developed his unique bread over two decades of apprenticeship with the finest artisan bakers in France and the United
States, as well as experimentation in his own ovens. Readers will be astonished at how elemental it is. Bread making the
Tartine Way: Now it's your turn to make this bread with your own hands. Clear instructions and hundreds of step-by-step
photos put you by Chad's side as he shows you how to make exceptional and elemental bread using just flour, water,
and salt. If you liked Tartine All Day by Elisabeth Prueitt and Flour Water Salt Yeast by Ken Forkish, you'll love Tartine
Bread!
"Good bread is hard to find and easy to make," says Dan Leader as he draws you into the ancient world of traditional
bread baking. Unlike any other bread book, Bread Alone will provide you with a comprehensive guide to creating—at
home—the country-style breads that have consistently captured the imagination and the taste buds of the world. In a richly
told tale, Leader chronicles his crossings of America and Europe to locate the most vital ingredients at the source, to
learn from the methods of the world's great bakers, and to perfect their traditional techniques. His recipes are ones that
have been used for centuries: large sourdough ryes, rich and dark raisin pumpernickel loaves, real French pain au levain,
big round wheats with walnuts, crusty baguettes, high and airy breads, and more. Made from organic, stone-ground
grains, these breads are slow-leavened, hand-shaped, and baked to perfection on heated baking tiles. As you read
through the recipes, you can almost smell the ancient aroma of baking bread. And as you begin to bake, you will learn
the importance of the primary ingredient in great bread: your own observations. These are some of the breads and
techniques you will master: In the chapter "Becoming Bread," you will learn to identify and shop for the highest quality
flour available. And you will seek it out because you'll taste the difference. Making a poolish will become second nature to
you as you master the Learning Recipe: Classic Country-Style Hearth Loaf and its delicious variations. Whatever your
schedule, there is a bread for you. In the chapter "Straight-Dough Breads: Traditional Breads for a Modern Life-Style,"
you are shown how to start and finish a recipe in five hours, or morning-to-night, or night-to-night. You will bake
sourdough bread in its many forms. By gently introducing the concept of sourdough—how it is made, how it is maintained,
and how to get the best flavor from it—Leader demystifies it and makes it accessible to you. Discover the wonders of rye
bread: From the dense and chewy Finnish Sour Rye to the fragrant Danish Light Rye, everyone's tastes are served. The
mystery of pain au levain, French for "bread from a sourdough or wild yeast," unfolds into an understandable, userfriendly process. From My Personal Favorite Pain au Levain, a typical large Parisian loaf, to Pain au Levain with Pecans
and Dried Cherries, the "Family of Traditional Pain au Levain" includes some of the best loaves baked around the world.
A perfect baguette is a beautiful thing. From shaping to scoring, you will learn how to make the authentic French baguette
at home. The purpose of an organic certifier—find out how and why one farmer becomes dedicated to his role as land
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steward. Brioche, Chocolate-Apricot Kugelhopf, Panettone, and Semolina Sesame Rolls are a few recipes you will find in
"A Family of Breads Inspired by Traditional French and Italian Breads." Finally, when a quick bread is all you have time to
bake, you will find recipes for such delights as Vanilla Bean Butter Loaf; Dried Pear, Port, and Poppy Seed Loaf; and
Provolone Sage Corn Loaf. Bread Alone is the bread book that cooks and bakers have been waiting for. From the wheat
fields of the Midwest to the hot and steamy boulangeries of Paris, you will travel the long and delicious road to flawless
bread baking. You will emerge a better baker and with a deeper understanding of what it takes to make perfect loaves.
Bakers entertain you with stories of their love of baking (even in the most adverse situations). Bread Alone is the bible of
bread books and a must-have for bread lovers everywhere.
Outlines the author's method for creating no-knead, slow-rising artisanal breads in heavy preheated pots, sharing a
variety of step-by-step recipes for such classics as a rustic Italian baguettes, the stirato and pizza Bianca.
Kneadlessly Simple: Fabulous, Fuss-Free, No-Knead Breads
A Home Baker's Odyssey
New Techniques, Extraordinary Flavor
My Never-Ending Search for the Perfect Pizza
80 Low-Carb Recipes that Offer Solutions for Celiac Disease, Diabetes, and Weight Loss
Master Formulas for Serious Bread Bakers [A Baking Book]
A Home Baker's Handbook
Sourdough: The Gold Standard of Bread More and more home bakers are replacing mass-produced breads and commercial yeasts in favor
of artisan breads made with wild cultures and natural fermentation. Whether you want to capture your own local yeasts, take advantage of
established cultures like San Francisco Sourdough, or simply bake healthier, more natural loaves, you’ll find no better guides than renowned
sourdough authorities Ed and Jean Wood. In this updated edition of Classic Sourdoughs, the Woods reveal their newly discovered secret to
crafting the perfect loaf: by introducing a unique culture-proofing step and adjusting the temperature of the proofs, home bakers can control
the sourness and leavening like never before. The reward? Fresh, hot sourdough emerging from the oven just the way you like it—every time.
Starting with their signature Basic Sourdough loaf, the Woods present recipes featuring rustic grains and modern flavors, including Herb Spelt
Bread, Prarie Flax Bread, and Malt Beer Bread, along with new no-knead versions of classics like White French Bread. They round out the
collection with recipes for homemade baguettes, bagels, English muffins, and cinnamon rolls, plus a chapter on baking authentic sourdoughs
in bread machines. Steeped in tradition, nuanced in flavor, and wonderfully ritualized in preparation, sourdough is bread the way it was meant
to be. So join the sourdough renaissance and bring these time-honored traditions into your own kitchen.
Provides such recipes as chocolate-studded panettone and buttermilk pull-apart rolls, as well as ideas for using bread slices and bread
crumbs.--Worldcat.
The first gluten-free baking book from legendary bread maker and James Beard Award-winning author Peter Reinhart, with 80 world-class
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recipes suitable for wheat sensitive, diabetic, and low-carb/low-sugar dieters. The first gluten-free baking book from legendary bread maker
and James Beard Award-winning author Peter Reinhart, with 80 world-class recipes suitable for wheat sensitive, diabetic, and low-carb/lowsugar dieters. Amazing, easy-to-make recipes that revolutionize baking for wheat sensitive, diabetic, and low-carb/low-sugar cooks. After
more than two decades of research into gluten-free baking, bestselling author and legendary bread maker Peter Reinhart and his baking
partner Denene Wallace deliver more than eighty world-class recipes for delicious breads, pastries, cookies, cakes, and more in The Joy of
Gluten-Free, Sugar-Free Baking. Carefully crafted for anyone who is gluten sensitive, diabetic, or needs to reduce carbs to prevent illness or
lose weight, these forgiving recipes taste just as good as the original wheat versions—and are easier to bake than traditional breads. By using
readily available or home-ground nut and seed flours and alternative and natural sweeteners as the foundation for their groundbreaking style
of baking, Reinhart and Wallace avoid the carb-heavy starch products commonly found in gluten-free baking. Additionally, each recipe can
easily be made vegan by following the dairy and egg substitution guidelines. Bakers of all skill levels will have no trouble creating incredibly
flavorful baked goods, such as: • Toasting Bread, Banana Bread, Nutty Zucchini Bread, and many styles of pizza and focaccia • Cheddar
Cheese and Pecan Crackers, Herb Crackers, Garlic Breadsticks, and pretzels • Blueberry-Hazelnut Muffins, Lemon and Poppy Seed
Scones, and pancakes and waffles • Coconut-Pecan Cookies, Lemon Drop Cookies, Biscotti, and Peanut Butter Cup Cookies • Brownies
and Blondies, Cinnamon-Raisin Coffee Cake, Pound Cake with Crumb Topping, and Carrot Cake with Cream Cheese Frosting • Apple
Crumble Pie, Pumpkin Pie, Berry Pie, and Vanilla, Chocolate, or Banana Cream Pie With Reinhart and Wallace’s careful attention to
ingredients and balancing of flavors, these delicious gluten-free baked goods with a glycemic load of nearly zero will satisfy anyone’s craving
for warm bread or decadent cake.
Presents a selection of America's finest cookies, in a cookbook that features a variety of traditional treats, regional specialties, and
contemporary new creations, along with tips on cookie decorating and crafts.
The Classic Tastes of the Italian Countryside--Its Breads, Pizza, Focaccia, Cakes, Pastries, and Cookies [A Baking Book]
Fast and Easy Recipes for World-Class Breads [A Baking Book]
The New Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day
Bread Revolution
Tartine Bread
Orwashers Artisan Bread
Artisan Baking Across America
Provides guidance for making one's own whole grain bread, covering topics such as the wheat kernel,
enzymes, and the process of delayed fermentation, and presents fifty-five recipes for whole grain
sandwich, hearth, and specialty breads as well as bagels, crackers, and other items.
When Bread was first published in 2004, it received the Julia Child Award for best First Book from the
International Association of Culinary Professionals and became an instant classic. Hailed as a
“masterwork of bread baking literature,” Jeffrey Hamelman’s Bread features over 130 detailed, step-bystep formulas for dozens of versatile rye- and wheat-based sourdough breads, numerous breads made with
yeasted pre-ferments, simple straight dough loaves, and dozens of variations. In addition, an
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International Contributors section is included, which highlights unique specialties by esteemed bakers
from five continents. In this third edition of Bread, professional bakers, home bakers, and baking
students will discover a diverse collection of flavors, tastes, and textures, hundreds of drawings that
vividly illustrate techniques, and evocative photographs of finished and decorative breads.
For 30+ brand-new recipes and expanded ‘Tips and Techniques’, check out The New Artisan Bread in Five
Minutes a Day, on sale now. This is the classic that started it all – Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a
Day has now sold hundreds of thousands of copies. With more than half a million copies of their books in
print, Jeff Hertzberg and Zoë François have proven that people want to bake their own bread, so long as
they can do it easily and quickly. Crusty baguettes, mouth-watering pizzas, hearty sandwich loaves, and
even buttery pastries can easily become part of your own personal menu, Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a
Day will teach you everything you need to know, opening the eyes of any potential baker.
A guide to making artisan breads practically and profitably, Bread Baking: An Artisan's Perspective
includes step-by-step instructions on mixing, fermentation, shaping, proofing and retarding, and baking.
Written for both experienced and novice bakers, Bread Baking contains more than 150 helpful photos and
drawings that illustrate techniques and showcase beautiful artisan bread products. Covering the business
of bread-making, this book features practical advice from successful artisan bakers as well as forty
plus tested artisan bread formulas, including ciabatta, pain au levain, bagels, honey whole wheat,
croissants, and many more. Artisan bread baker and teacher Dan DiMuzio provides invaluable information
on troubleshooting, ingredients, laminated dough, and creating dough formulas. Professional bakers and
baking and pastry students will benefit from this practical resource to artisan breads.
Artisan Baking
The Discovery That Revolutionizes Home Baking
The Joy of Gluten-Free, Sugar-Free Baking
Gluten-Free Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day
Classic Sourdoughs, Revised
New Techniques, Extraordinary Flavor [A Baking Book]
The Handmade Loaf

2020 James Beard Award Winner The major new cookbook by the pioneer from Bread Alone, who revolutionized American
artisan bread baking, with 60 recipes inspired by bakers around the world. At twenty-two, Daniel Leader stumbled across the
intoxicating perfume of bread baking in the back room of a Parisian boulangerie, and he has loved and devoted himself to
making quality bread ever since. He went on to create Bread Alone, the now-iconic bakery that has become one of the most
beloved artisan bread companies in the country. Today, professional bakers and bread enthusiasts from all over the world flock
to Bread Alone's headquarters in the Catskills to learn Dan's signature techniques and baking philosophy. But though Leader is
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a towering figure in bread baking, he still considers himself a student of the craft, and his curiosity is boundless. In this
groundbreaking book, he offers a comprehensive picture of bread baking today for the enthusiastic home baker. With
inspiration from a community of millers, farmers, bakers, and scientists, Living Bread provides a fascinating look into the way
artisan bread baking has evolved and continues to change--from wheat farming practices and advances in milling, to
sourdough starters and the mechanics of mixing dough. Influenced by art and science in equal measure, Leader presents
exciting twists on classics such as Curry Tomato Ciabatta, Vegan Brioche, and Chocolate Sourdough Babka, as well as
traditional recipes. Sprinkled with anecdotes and evocative photos from Leader's own travels and encounters with artisans who
have influenced him, Living Bread is a love letter, and a cutting-edge guide, to the practice of making "good bread."
In 2007, Keith Cohen purchased New York’s Orwasher’s Bakery, listed among the top ten bakeries in America. He launched a
new line of Artisan Wine Breads in 2009 under the brand name Oven Artisans. Cohen created his new breads with a wine grape
starter in collaboration with Channing Daughters Vineyard in Long Island.The technique used dates back to ancient Egypt,
where bakers who were baking bread in the same facility as wine was being fermented discovering that the natural yeast in
the air from the fermenting grapes would leaven the bread and give it special flavor. In 2010, Cohen premiered his beer
bread—a chewy, dark-hued creation with a nutty, robust flavor that comes from the Otis Stout from Sixpoint Craft Ales that’s
mixed into the dough. Artisan Bread will feature the techniques used as well as the recipes for Orwasher’s most famous breads
adapted specifically to facilitate home baking.
Showcases fifty recipes for breads and bakery products of all kinds, with advice on ingredients, baking equipment, and
preparation techniques.
This classic guide to artisanal bread is back with a fresh new look, just in time to take advantage of the recent surge in
popularity of at-home baking. As an award-winning baker and member of a religious brotherhood, Peter Reinhart skillfully
blends the two aspects of his life in this eloquent guide to creating wonderful bread. More than 30 delicious recipes, from
perfect white bread to pumpernickel and corn, will appeal to both the novice and experienced baker. Reinhart's graceful
commentary accompanies readers every step of the way, and illustrates how the artistry of baking, especially using the slowrise method, is a metaphor for a purposeful life driven by service and charity. Cookies, sticky buns, stromboli, pizza crust, and
“the world's greatest brownies” are some of the delectable dividend recipes included.
The Fundamentals of Artisan Bread and Pizza [A Cookbook]
Sweet and Savory Yeasted Treats from America's Premier Artisan Baker
Healthy Bread in Five Minutes a Day
Square Pies to Make at Home, from Roman, Sicilian, and Detroit, to Grandma Pies and Focaccia [A Cookbook]
Flour Water Salt Yeast
Artisan Breads at Home
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Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day
The New Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day is a fully revised and updated edition of the
bestselling, ground-breaking, and revolutionary approach to bread-making--a perfect gift for
foodies and bakers! With more than half a million copies of their books in print, Jeff Hertzberg
and Zoë François have proven that people want to bake their own bread, so long as they can do it
easily and quickly. Based on fan feedback, Jeff and Zoë have completely revamped their first,
most popular, and now-classic book, Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day. Responding to their
thousands of ardent fans, Jeff and Zoë returned to their test kitchens to whip up more delicious
baking recipes. They've also included a gluten-free chapter, forty all-new gorgeous color
photos, and one hundred informative black-and-white how-to photos. They've made the "Tips and
Techniques" and "Ingredients" chapters bigger and better than ever before, and included readers'
Frequently Asked Questions. This revised edition also includes more than thirty brand-new
recipes for Beer-Cheese Bread, Crock-Pot Bread, Panini, Pretzel Buns, Apple-Stuffed French
Toast, and many more. There's nothing like the smell of freshly baked bread to fill a kitchen
with warmth, eager appetites, and endless praise. Now, using Jeff and Zoë's innovative
technique, you can create bread that rivals those of the finest bakers in the world in just five
minutes of active preparation time.
From the authors of the groundbreaking, hugely popular Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day comes
a new cookbook filled with quick and easy recipes for healthy bread Their first book was called
"stupendous," "genius," and "the holy grail of bread making." Now, in their much-anticipated
second book, Jeff Hertzberg, M.D., and Zoë François have taken their super-fast method and
adapted it for the health-conscious baker, focusing on whole grains and other healthier
ingredients. The method is still quick and simple, producing professional-quality results with
each warm, fragrant, hearty loaf. In just five minutes a day of active preparation time, you can
create delectable, healthy treats such as 100% Whole Wheat Bread, Whole Grain Garlic Knots with
Olive Oil and Parsley, Black-and-White Braided Pumpernickel and Rye Loaf, Black Pepper Focaccia,
Pumpkin Pie Brioche, Chocolate Tangerine Bars, and a variety of gluten-free breads. About a
dozen of the recipes are 100% whole grain. Healthy Bread in Five Minutes a Day will show you
that there is time enough for home-baked bread, and that it can be part of a healthy diet.
Calling all bread lovers: Whether you are looking for more whole grains, watching your weight,
trying to reduce your cholesterol, or just care about what goes into your body, this book is a
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must-have. Jeff Hertzberg and Zoë François met while taking care of their toddlers at a kids'
music class, and co-authored their first book, Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day: The
Discovery That Revolutionizes Home Baking in 2007. The book became a bestseller, with rave
reviews in the New York Times, Associated Press, the Arizona Republic, and other media all over
the United States, Canada, and Europe. They've demonstrated their revolutionary stored-dough
method on television in San Francisco, Chicago, Minneapolis, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Atlanta,
Tampa, and Phoenix.
An in-depth guide to pan pizza from baking authority Peter Reinhart, including achievable
recipes for making Detroit-, Sicilian-, and Roman-style pan pizzas and focaccias in a home oven.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY FOOD NETWORK This new book from bread legend
Peter Reinhart is a lushly photographed ode to the pan pizza, a doughy, crispy, crowd-pleasing
version of everyone's favorite food that is easy to make in a home oven without specialty
equipment like stones and peels. Starting with recipes for three master doughs that can be made
with commercial yeast, as well as a brief intro to sourdough starters, Perfect Pan Pizza
illustrates how to make several styles of pan pizza including Detroit-style "deep pan" pizza,
focaccia and schiacciata, and Roman and Sicilian styles through step-by-step photographs. The
pizzas include classic toppings like pepperoni and mushrooms, as well as an exciting variety of
recipes like the sandwich-inspired Philly-style Roast Pork and Broccoli Rabe; Reuben pizza;
Bacon and Egg with Tomato and Arugula Pizza; Blue Cheese, Balsamic Onion Marmalade, and Walnut
Focaccia; and Rosemary Garlic Potato, Baby Kale, and Prosciutto Pizza Al Taglio. With unique
recipes, plenty of informative FAQs for beginners, and a permissive and inspiring tone, this
book will appeal to both experienced bread bakers and novice home pizza makers alike.
"A highly curated collection of baking recipes from the top craft bakeries in the South that
showcase the use of superior-tasting cold stone-milled flour and highlights the importance of
baking with locally farmed ingredients "-Bread
Techniques & Recipes for Mastering World-Class Cheeses [A Cookbook]
Artisan Cheese Making at Home
Perfect Pan Pizza
Mastering the Art of Extraordinary Bread
The Hot Bread Kitchen Cookbook
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The Italian Baker, Revised
The heart and soul of classic bread baking, from master baker Peter Reinhart From whole-wheat, sourdough, and rye to
pita, focaccia, and naan, this classic cookbook from expert baker Peter Reinhart shows you how to produce phenomenal
bread. Reinhart details each step in the process, giving you the knowledge and confidence to create countless versions
of your own. Not merely a book of bread recipes, this book is an in-depth dive into the world of bread baking, filled with
highly tested formulas to take your bread game to the next level.
The bestselling authors of the groundbreaking Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day bring you a cookbook with 90
delicious, entirely gluten-free bread recipes made from easy-to-find ingredients--a perfect gift for health conscious
foodies and bakers! With more than half a million copies of their books in print, Jeff Hertzberg, MD and Zoë François
have proven that people want to bake their own bread, so long as they can do it quickly and easily. But what about
people with celiac disease or gluten sensitivity? They want to eat well too, but gluten is everywhere: in cakes, pastas,
desserts, gravy—even in beer and Scotch whiskey. But the thing they miss most? Bread. Based on overwhelming
requests from their readers, Jeff Hertzberg and Zoë François have returned to their test kitchens to create an entirely
gluten-free bread cookbook—most of the recipes that readers loved in Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day appear here in
a gluten-free version. In just five minutes a day of active preparation time, you can create delectable, gluten-free
Sandwich loaves. European Peasant Bread, 100% Whole Grain Loaves, French Baguettes, Crock Pot Bread, Caraway
"Rye" Bread, Challah, and even fabulous dessert breads like Brioche, Doughnuts, and Sticky Pecan Caramel Rolls.
Gluten-Free Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day extends their revolutionary stored-dough method to yeasted and
unleavened breads made without wheat, barley, or rye. With 90 recipes—plus 100 black-and-white instructional photos
and 40 gorgeous color images—the authors adopt the rich palette of world breads to their unique method. With this
revolutionary approach, you CAN have mouthwatering gluten-free artisan bread in just five minutes a day!
Co-founder of the Brother Juniper's Bakery in Sonoma, California, author and instructor at the world's largest culinary
school, Reinhart has been a leader in America's artisanal bread movement for 15 years. Here he shares his latest bread
breakthroughs, and walks readers through the 12 steps of building great bread, his clear instructions accompanied by
over 100 step-by-step photos.
Master bread baker Peter Reinhart follows the origins of pizza from Italy to the States, capturing the stories behind the
greatest artisanal pizzas of the Old World and the New. Beginning his journey in Genoa, Reinhart scours the countryside
in search of the fabled focaccia col formaggio. He next heads to Rome to sample the famed seven-foot-long pizza al
taglio, and then to Naples for the archetypal pizza napoletana. Back in America, the hunt resumes in the unlikely locale of
Phoenix, Arizona, where Chris Bianco of Pizzeria Bianco has convinced many that his pie sets the new standard in the
country. The pizza mecca of New Haven, grilled pizza in Providence, the deep-dish pies of Chicago, California-style pizza
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in San Francisco and Los Angeles—these are just a few of the tasty attractions on Reinhart's epic tour. Returning to the
kitchen, Reinhart gives a master class on pizza-making techniques and provides more than 60 recipes for doughs,
sauces and toppings, and the pizzas that bring them all together. His insatiable curiosity and gift for storytelling make
American Pie essential reading for those who aspire to make great pizza at home, as well as for anyone who enjoys the
thrill of the hunt.
The Bread Baker's Apprentice
Recipes for No-knead Loaves and Meals to Savor Every Slice
Bread Alone: Bold Fresh
100 New Recipes Featuring Whole Grains, Fruits, Vegetables, and Gluten-Free Ingredients
American Pie
My Bread: The Revolutionary No-Work, No-Knead Method
Tradition and Innovation in Artisan Bread Making

Just a century ago, cheese was still a relatively regional and European phenomenon, and cheese making techniques
were limited by climate, geography, and equipment. But modern technology along with the recent artisanal renaissance
has opened up the diverse, time-honored, and dynamic world of cheese to enthusiasts willing to take its humble
fundamentals̶milk, starters, coagulants, and salt̶and transform them into complex edibles. Artisan Cheese Making at
Home is the most ambitious and comprehensive guide to home cheese making, filled with easy-to-follow instructions for
making mouthwatering cheese and dairy items. Renowned cooking instructor Mary Karlin has spent years working
alongside the countryʼs most passionate artisan cheese producers̶cooking, creating, and learning the nuances of their
trade. She presents her findings in this lavishly illustrated guide, which features more than eighty recipes for a diverse
range of cheeses: from quick and satisfying Mascarpone and Queso Blanco to cultured products like Crème Fraîche and
Yogurt to flavorful selections like Saffron-Infused Manchego, Irish-Style Cheddar, and Bloomy Blue Log Chèvre. Artisan
Cheese Making at Home begins with a primer covering milks, starters, cultures, natural coagulants, and
bacteria̶everything the beginner needs to get started. The heart of the book is a master class in home cheese making:
building basic skills with fresh cheeses like ricotta and working up to developing and aging complex mold-ripened
cheeses. Also covered are techniques and equipment, including drying, pressing, and brining, as well as molds and
ripening boxes. Last but not least, there is a full chapter on cooking with cheese that includes more than twenty globallyinfluenced recipes featuring the finished cheeses, such as Goat Cheese and Chive Fallen Soufflés with Herb-Citrus
Vinaigrette and Blue Cheese, Bacon, and Pear Galette. Offering an approachable exploration of the alchemy of this
extraordinary food, Artisan Cheese Making at Home proves
that hand-crafting cheese is not only achievable, but also a
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fascinating and rewarding process.
Bake authentic multiethnic breads from the New York City bakery with a mission, with The Hot Bread Kitchen Cookbook,
Yahoo Food's Cookbook of the Year. At first glance Hot Bread Kitchen may look like many other bakeries. Multigrain
sandwich loaves, sourdough batards, baguettes, and Parker House rolls line the glass case up front in the small shop.
But so, too, do sweet Mexican conchas, rich mʼsmen flatbreads, mini bialys sporting a filling of caramelized onion, and
chewy Indian naan. In fact, the breads are as diverse as the women who bake them̶because the recipes come from
their homelands. Hot Bread Kitchen is a bakery that employs and empowers immigrant women, providing them with the
skills to succeed in the culinary industry. The tasty corollary of this social enterprise is a line of authentic breads you
wonʼt find anywhere else. Featured in some of New York Cityʼs best restaurants and carried in dozens of retail outlets
across the country, these ethnic gems can now be made at home with The Hot Bread Kitchen Cookbook.
Reclaiming Flavor Through Stone-Milled Flour [a Baking Book]
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